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Parade ushers
in Honteconting
Central's throwing an . oldfashioned . homecoming this year
and the 20 bands performing are
right in step with the activities. It
will be just like the ones many
years ago featuring football
games, parades, floats and alumni
from the classes of 1944, 1954 and
1969.

Morgan Junior High, west on First
Avenue, north on Pearl to Eighth
Avenue, up D Street and lastly to
Nicholson Pavilion.
brunch ·at
After a Saturday
Holmes Dining Hall, the Hornecoming football game will .commence at l: 3o p.m. when the
Wildcats meet Western Washington University at Tomlinson Field.
Halftime entertainment will feature the guest bands alond with

The first of the festivities will
start tomorrow evening with a
performance from the acclaimed
Mime and the Dancer who will the university marching band all
give an ~vening of fine eiltertain- · marching as one unit on the field.
me n t at Central's McConnell
Following the game, the resiAuditorium.
Admission is $2 dence halls and the library will
advance,, $3 at the .door.
hold open house.. At the halls,
Homecoming festivities conti- alumni can reminisce about
nue Saturday at 9:30 a.m. with the riotous living, past romantic
parade. Twenty high school moments ·and intense study.
At 6:30 p.m., the feasting begins
hands,· antique cars, Central
dignitaries and floats from Cen- with the annual Homecoming
tral' s dormatories will be featured. Dinner. Along with the meal,
The parade route runs from entertainment will be provided by

Central's student drama club, the
Threepenny Players.
Reservations are required so interested
people should call 963-1511 . for
more information.
Finally, the day will end with
two different kinds of rnerrymaking when one of the SUB
ballrooms features an all-university dance while the other stages a
Casino-Royale. Highrollers can
gamble away fistfuls of Monopolytype money at one or dance the
night away at the other.
This year's Homecoming theme,
"You and U Together," ernpasizes
the college's name change to
university and the attending
change, growth, and diversity of
Central over the years. All
alumni, friends and · family are
welcome to attend and participate
in this celebration.

Stastny hearing
ends-no decision
byJ.A.Lupo

.

.

The hearing in which tenured
professor Charles Stastny is
appealing the administration's
decision to dismiss him ended last
week. Final' arguments from
both sides were heard by hearing
officer Wade Gano last Wednesday.
The appeal hearing lasted ten
.complete days over a period of five
weeks. It was the culmin~tion of a
series of. events that began in
January 1979. At that time ·the
Central administration recommended Stastny's dis.m issal to the
· Board of Trustees. The recommendation came after Stastny
returned late for winter quarter
from a leave to Israel which he had
not had permission to take.
The Administration charged
insubordination, violation of university rules, and gro~s misconduct. These offences are laid out
as grounds for dismissal in the
faculty code, a set of rules bindineon the actions of the faculty.

fhe matter was brought before
the faculty grievance committee last spring. . Although the
three-member committee did not
make a recommendation for
action, they did find Stastny guilty
of the charges. Ultimately, the
administration went ahead with its
plan .t o dismiss Stastny.
Stastny appealed the decision
and was granted a formal hearing
by the Board of Trustees.
Now that the formal hearing has
ended, a long administrative
process begins that will eventually
end with the Board of Trustees
reviewing the case and deciding
whether or not to dismiss Stastny.
Attorneys for both sides have
until October 31 to submit briefs,
documents containing . all the
facts and points pertinent to the
case, to hearing · officer Wade
Gano.
Gano, not bound by a time limit,
will then submit his findings of
facts, along with a recommendation for action, . to the Board of
Continued on Page 2
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c ·o nstruCtion continues
by Judy Knutson
Residents and businesses along
Chestnut Street from _E ighth to
Second Avenues h~ve suffered
inconveniences over the past few
weeks because of a road reconstruction project.
Driveway
accesses were, in many cases,
eliminated and clouds of dust
covered the area.
Mr. G's store manager, Merle
Gilmour, commented that the
closure of Chestnut Street had
hurt the store's business, although
he st~ted, "People have been quite
loyal. The entrance on Eighth has
helped. They've fought their way

in here somehow."
LOcal engineer Doug Wright
explained that the inconvenience
has been due in part to the
contract stipulation that work be
suspened .during the Kittitas
County Fair. He added that · they
hQpe to complete the project by
November 5.
Tri-State Construction from
Bellevue is in charge of the project
which began .August 14. They
completed the storm drainage
work and retaining wall excavation prior to the Labor Day
weekend.
Wright, who is co-ordinating the
city's end of the project, said the
reconstruction of Chestnut Street
includes constructing new curbs,
gutters and pavement as well as
widening the street.
According to Dr. Stanley Ray,
Pastor . of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church, only five feet of
property was appropriated by the
city, three feet of which was
already utilized by them for
sidewalks and curbs.
Ray, whose residence as well as
· the church faces Chestnut Street, ·
saia that church attendance "has
been hurt" by the inconvenience of
the street repairs, but ¥ded that
"people have been able to drive a

back route to get to the church
parking lot."
Ray was part of an informal
committee of Chestnut Street
residents who attended three city
. commission meetings to protest
the repairs to the street. He said
the reception by the commissioners was ·"kindly" but their protests
were ignored.
·
Although ·Ray stated that he
.c ouldn't speak for the other
residents on the street, he said he
·had received no money f· )tn the ·
city for the five feet of property
appropriated by them. He added,
however, that he was not familiar
with any past agreement between
the church and city concerning
property settlements. ·
The general feeling among
residents along Chestnut Street is
that the reconstruction project is a
"make-work project."
According to Ray, the city was
awarded a federal grant to be used
specifically for the widening of .
Chestnut Street and that the
money had to be used solely for
that pur pose.
As t o t he actual improvement of
the street, Ray said that, · upon
completion, the street should be
"in about as good a shape as it was
before.

Open house -scheduled

INCONVENIENCE-This was a scene a few
weeks ago as construction workers hurry to finish
the Chestnut. Street road reconstruction project

that has inconvenienced many Ellensburg
residents.
. Photo by Ed Dardis

This year, Homecoming will be
more- than football and marching
bands. The library staff will hold
an open house Saturday, October
27 before, during, and after the
game against Western.
In addition to informal tours of
· the library's facilities, visitors will
have the opportunity to meet
Central's new dean of Library
Services, Dr. Frank A. Schneider.
Dr. Schneider began his career
in librarianship as circulation
librarian at Arizona State College
in 1951 after earning a B.A. in
social science from Dubuque
University and a B.S. in library
studies from the University of
Minnesota.
Schneider ·switched from academic librarianship in 1952 to
become a high school librarian and
at the same time accepted the

r·esponsibilities of a wrestling and
football coach.
Following an. M.A. from 1\rizona
State in administrative supervision, education, Schneider bec·a me the associate university
librarian at Arizona State in 1960,
accepted the position of director of
Mesa Public Library in Arizona in
1964 and moved to Delaware to
enjoy a short tenure as Delaware's
state librarian in 1968.
Dr. Schneider continued his
.e ducation past the master's degree ·
and earned a PhD in administrative supervision, higher education
from Arizona State in 1968 and
.since that time has held the
.directorate of two large university
l'' -~ -; ~" -Northern Arizona University, .F'lagstail and r
'ecently San Francisco Stat ~ , ver·sity.
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Library offers 1nany services
by Chris Mundahl

Central's library offers many
services available to both students
and faculty. These services are
contained in two separate buildings.
The university library, located
near the Language and Literature
building, contains · more than
300,000 books, 300,000 government documents, 57 ,000 maps,
50,000 microfilms, and carries
subscriptions to 2,400 current
journals and publications.
·
These documents, books and
other resources are housed in
various departments on different
floors.
The first floor contains the card
catalog, reference materials, re-

serve, information, and circulation.
Circulation is where students
check out or return materials.
Most books .can be checked out for
a two-week period. Books from
the Curriculum Lab can only be
checked out for one week.
Reserve contains articles placed
on reserve for students by'
professors. These items may be
checked out for two hours or
overnight after a set time. .
The reference area contains
histories of Supreme Court cases,
school catalogs from colleges, and
telep hone directories.
Also
located in the reference section is
the Reader's Guide to Periodical
Literature.
The Reader's Guide contains

?,;:=(t:::!(t:S:t:l!::::s:!:::st::s:t=:lt:1t=~~~::st::s:t=:n=1t=~t:Sl~::st~2:n=(t:::!(t:S:t:lt:2~,

Hair that handles well . • •
leaves time for more
''important'' things!
Call us TODAY '
Sharleen

Patty

Cheryl

Lori

HAIR DESIGNERS

3rd I Sampson

HOW TO
BEAT THE
HIGH COST
OF-HI-Fl:

9&2-2550

information about certain subjects
and which periodicals that information may be found in.
Besides the Reader's Guide, the
reference section contains guides
to various subjects of interest,
such as agriculture or teaching. _
The second floor contains the
periodical and newspaper sections.
Current issues of periodicals are
arranged by title in Room 201.
The third floor contains the
government documents. Not only
are federal documents contained in
this department but also state,
foreign, and international documents as well.
Also, located in this department
are map and microfilm collections.
Newspapers, and classics of
literature are two items located on
microfiche, microfilm, microcard
or microprint...
The fourth floor contains the
Curriculum Lab and the Music
Library.
The Curriculum Lab is set up for ·.
those interested in education. The

departments in the Center is the
Media Library Services.
It
contains films, filmstrips, slides,
records, tapes, and transparencies.
,
The Television Services department contains videotape instruction material and a training
laboratory for learning how to set
up and operate portable recording
systems.
Media Production· Services contains a media laboratory equipped
with spirit duplicating machines,
dry mount presses, laminators,
copiers, drawing boards, photographic copy stands and other
equipment.
Also at Production Services is a
self-instructional area, a photographic loan pool, a photographic
darkroom and other photographic
services.
The Media Equipment -Services
contains audiovisual equipment
that can be checked out. and sound
and slide programming equipment.

Psy-Chi offers career info
Psychology majors have the
opportunity to gain more knowledge about careers and job
opportunities in the market of
psychology through a lecture by
Dr. · Warren Street.
The Psy-Chi club, a combination
of the Psychology Club and Honors
Society, has invited Dr. Street,
professor of psychology at Central,
to speak at their meeting next
Thursday at 3 p.m. Everyone
interested in psychology is welcome to attend the lecture and
students interested in membership will meet following the
lecture.

In today's inflationary economy it is hard to find a good
quality stereo system at moderate price. For the very
best sound you usually pay extra for high power and
elaborate features. But now we cap offer NAO.

a

NAO eliminates ttle frills and incorporates advanced
circuitry to produce budget-priced · components with
state-of-the-art performance.
The NAO 3020 integrated amplifier and 4020 FM tuner,
at $175* each, epitomize NAD's philosophy that good
audio design need not cost any more than a poor or mediocre one. The 3020, for example, at a nominally rated 20
watts per channel drives low efficiency (and low impedance) loudspeakers as loud and clean as most of the
expeasive heavyweights. The results of stringent laboratory testing of the 3020 were reported in the July issue of
Stereo Review. After successfully driving four sets of
loudspeakers (with a combined impedance as low as 1
ohm at many frequencies), Julian Hirsch declared that
even " ... without knowing its power rating and price, one
could well conclude that it was one of the fine amplifi~rs
of our time." He went on to say, "Certainly its distortion,
noise and other electrical characteristics could hardly
be improved upon."**

•

Lab contains textbooks, games,
childrens' books,
curriculum
guides and other materials for
grades K - 12.
The Music Library has both
individual and group listening
booths.
Records may not be
checked out but rather listened to
there.
Also contained in the library is
the archives department.
That department contains the
history of Central from its
beginnings. This department also
contains old Central newspapers.
Located on all floors are Xerox
copy machines, individual and
group study areas and typewriters.
The library receives 15 to 20,000
new books a year not including
those received in the Curriculum
Lab.
The rest of Central's library
services are located in Bouillon
Hall.
Bouillon contains the Instructional Media Center. One of the

Psy-Chi meets every two weeks
at 3 p.m. in the second floor
student lounge of the psychology
building. Throughout the year,
speakers from the masters program within the department will
be invited to the meetings. Last
year, lectures on · topics such as
developmental disabilities and
criminal behavior .were provided
for Psy-Chi members.
The club is a national organization and will give members a
chance to compete in events
sponsored nationally. Within the

More about:

department, functions are also
open to · students on campus,
graduates and undergraduates
alike. An undergraduate research
paper contest is currently in
planning with a first prize of $100
for best research paper.
Psy-Chi will also sponsor two
members to the American Psychology Association Convention and
the Memory and Learning Convention.
The club is run by students an'd
invites majors and minors alike to
join.

·Stastny

Trustees.
Within 30 days after Gano's
report is completed, lawyers for
both sides will be able to file
exceptions (formal obje,ctions) to
any of Gano's findings of fact with
the Board of Trustees.
When this process has run its
course, the Board will take the
court record (a verbatim account
of the ten day hearing), Gano's
report and the lawyers' comments,
and based ··on these documents,
will make a decision on the Stastny
issue.
The administration's
lawyer, . Oweri Clarke, . said that
~he Board would begin reviewing
these documents some time in
December. In addition, he said
that there was no way to tell when

the decision would actually be
made. "It could .possibly be
January 'or February," he remarked.
In the event that Stastny is not
satisfied with the decision of th~
Board, Clark said he has 30 days to
appeal his· case to the Washington
State Superior Court.
Stastny, who, before this incident took place, was · a politkal
science professor, has been reassigned to the off-campus program. As part of the law and
justice department, working under Dr. Jerry Olson, Stastny is
researching the possibility of
beginning a program Of instruction
for the department in Bellevue.

FEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE~

Plaid
Flannel

NA D's uncommonly rational approach to audio design
is evident in the 4020 tuner, as well. No compromises
whatsoever are made in the performance areas directly
related to its listening quality ... good sensitivity to
weak signals, quieting of background noises, wide
stereo separation with very low levels of audible distor·
~ tlon and very flat frequency response.

I
~

.

~'

.

We are proud to be a member of.the NAO Group, which Is
··· directly responsible for the design of~
these extraordinary components. We invite you to come in for a demonstration of
the 3020 and 4020, and to receive your

The NAO 3020 and 4020. ~~~~~~the

NAO

Stereo Review Equipment.::: .

-~
Milfs Saddle'n Togs
STORE HOl 'RS:
10::~0 - ;>::m
I( 'lnst·d ~unday)

4th and Main

962-2312
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'Helping yo·uths help themselves'
by Liz Lane
courses currently offered in
The never ending problems of Kittitas County. The office also
youth today sometimes seem helps youth find jobs or employimpossible to solve despite num- ment training programs they
erous attempts by society to do so. might be eligible for.
.
Youth Services of Kittitas
Youth Services serves as an
County, however, continues to information and resource center
combat these problems in hopes of dealing with topics such as drugs
finding a solution.
and alcohol abuse, health and legal
The agency began business in' rights. According to Baker, that
the late 1960's when local part of the program gives youth
community members realized information they need to help
there was a need to meet and deal them make decisions.
with specific youth problems.
"We cannot make the decisions
Youth Services initially was a for them, but we can make sure
crisis intervention service for that they have adequate informayoung people, but as problems tion and are aware of all the
became more complex, the pro- alternatives available to them.
gram expanded to meet the new Whether or not they choose to use
demands, according to Director the information, is up to the
Jack Baker.
individual." ·
Baker says the present system
Popular with youth is the
is more extensive than previous agency's Drop In Center located at
ones. "Today our key role is youth 317 N. Main. At the center, youth
advocacy. We help youth who can socialize with their friends
might not fit into the system to after school until 9 p.m. each
find alternative ways of dealing evening.
with their problems and show
"Through the Drop In Center,
them how to make bureaucracy we get to know . a lot of young
work for them. In general, we are people. This enables us to identify
helping youths help themselves." problems early and devise an
An example of such alternatives action plan to prevent small
is helping youth complete their problems from getting out of
education by making them aware hand," Baker said.
of an.d referring them to GED
Through a United Way grant,
programs, alternative school pro- Youth Services provides other
grams or high school completion . type.s of recreational programs for

·Free pressure · check
A free blood pressure check and
computerized health age appraisal
will be available Tuesday, October
30, in the Adventist's Community
Services Mobile Van located on the
Mall.
A simple · questionnaire. along
with blood pressure, height and

weight data _ are fed into a
computer for analysis. Participants receive a copy of their
"physiological age" (how old you
really are) and an "achievable age"
which Is based upon compliance
with the computer's health recom-.
mendations.

Sheets
$2.50
Be Spooky

young people like trips to the
Kingdome, camp outs, picnics,
winter outings, and various sports
events.
Currently, Baker and his three
staff members work regularly
with 45 youth, ·but estimate that in
a year's time they see 150 or .m ore
young people.
Baker is assisted by Stan
Bassett, assistant director, Pam
Zupan, youth counselor, and Cheri
Bader, secretary.
"Not all youth who drop in at
Youth Services have a problem.
Some just need a place to go for a
variety of reasons. Perhaps there
is nobody at home, they are lonely
or bored, they need help with
homework, or want somelhing
different to do," Baker added.

Baker hopes people will not
judge YS by some of the
"roughneck clientele" they serve,
but instead by the services they
provide to all youth in the county.
He plans to extend the YS
program even further by implementing new programs.
One plan on the drawing board
is the creation of a support group
for parents of teenagers. Baker
explained that this group will get
together and discuss problems
members have in their families.
Collectively, the group will be able
to come up with ways to deal with
these problems.
"There is growing support in
this comm unity for more and
better youth opportunities and
programs whether it be vocational

training, educational . alternatives,
or a YMCA type facility.
Frankly, people are realizing
there is not much for young people
to do in town and that means
trouble for the community in
terms of increased vandalism,
burgulary, drug use, etc," Baker
emphasized.
He feels that working with
youth and for them is a rewarding
experience. Baker and his staff
enj_oy their work and are willing to
assist any organization that wants
to create some sort of alternative
for youth.
Anyone interested in learning
more about YS or who would like
to work with young people can
contact Baker at 317 N. Main or
call him at 925-3847.

000000010000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000~01
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& Galaxy _Room
Students, get acquainted
with our complete breakfast
and, dinner menu.
Serving the Ellensburg community
and University for 37 years.
Restaurant 962-9977

4 Blocks W . of
University U.S.
. Hwy. 10
at Jct. of U.S.
·
Hwy. 97
Ellemburg

Galaxy Room 96·2 -9908

Sci-Fi .
B0oks

20%off
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Letters to the Editor
Schellhorn ·
. . What I shoot, I eat
Dear Editor:
In Last week's CRIER, Mike
Schellhorn wrote an article on
KXLE's decision to no longer air
Wildcat football games on a
regular weekly basis. In the same
article he made a personal jab at
the broadcasting capabiliiies of
Bruce Johnson, KXLE's ·sports
director.
I called Mr. Johnson at KXLE
earlier this week to see what his
reactions were to the article. I
was surprised by my findings.
According to Mr. Johnson, Mike
Schellhorn never called KXLE to
check out his story. He never
talked to Bruce Johnson or Mike
LaLande, the two mentioned in his
article.
I asked Johnson where Mike had
gotten his story, and tie suggested
that it was paraphrased from a
story on the same subject
published Tuesday of last week in
the Yakima Herald-Republic. In
that article, LaLande's name was
misspelled LeLande; ihis same
misspelling appears in Schel'1horn's column.
According to Johnson, -"Mr . .
Schellhorn has violated a basic
journalistic principle by not
checking his sources.
He's
entitled to his opinion, but he
should have checked with us." I
have to agree. Checking one's
sources is the fundamental way
one gathers news.
Johnson felt that Schellhorn
treated the cancellation of KXLE's
broadcasting of Central games as
though the station was punishing

shelled

Dear FA!itor:

the 'Cats' for having a lousy year.
I am writing in regard to the
"Nothing could be further from the articl~ "A Sporting· Proposition"
truth. The decision to end the by Ted Anderson th~t appeared in
weekly broadcasts was based last week's issue. Yes, it's that
strictly on economics. The station time again, isn't it. Let's all go and
managers simply felt the station shoot up every four-legged or
could no longer absorb the loss." feathered two-legged critter that
As sad as it may be, money is exists on earth. Bang, Bang, Bang,
what keeps journalism, and another Barn Swallow falls prey to
journalists, alive. Without money, a "high powered, telescopic,
a radio station ·must vanish from semi-automatic"-no, let's make it
a fully automatic-rifle.
the airwaves . .
Speaking from a hunter's point
Bruce Johnson had nothing to do
with the decision to cancel the of view, Ted, after reading your
football broadcasts., and · yet · article I certainly hope you are a
Schellhorn's column seems to want vegetarian. I can't imagine you
to finger Johnson out as the major stomaching a Big Joh n's burger.
culprit in this non-existent scheme Each bite of that hamburger, I
to deprive the community of the hope you think about how that
University's football games. It steer was mercifully killed, either
was an ownership/management · by beating it to death in a stall
decision. Johnson had no role in it. barely large enough to breathe in
Fortunately, KXLE doesn't hold "r by shooting it (in the headj_..:..at
grudges against sports columnists the long range of at least 10 feet.
with trigger-happy pens.
The (Probably with a low powered,
station managers fr~Iil the station open sight, bolt action rifle-if
and a delegation from the there is any difference.) Oh, you
University made up of upper level like scrambled eggs? Try fried
administrators and representat- brains-quite tasty, they say.
Yes, that animal was ." sportingly
ives of the ·Athletic Department
met this past Monday. KXLE has hunted." ("OK, Joe, let's go work
committed itself to broadcasting in stall three.") What a sporting
both this Saturday's homecoming chance that "four-legged animal"
game against Western as well as has.
Have you ever eaten at the
the season's clo~ing game again~t
Eastern. Personally, if I can't be Colonel's? Three styles: crispy,
at those games, I'll look forward to extra crispy, and barbeque. Just
Bruce Johnson's play-by-play think of that two-legged feathered
commentary. At least he knows critter, who was hunted on a
poultry farm with an axe and a
how to do his job.
chopping block.
Taste that
delicious
flavor.
What
a sport.
Craig Sweet

IF YOU KNOW WHAT'S
GOING ON IN FASHION
Then you know about • • •
"Kennington"

"Casablanca"
''Pulse''

"San Francisco Riding Gear"
"Bobbie Brooks"

"You Babes"

Ted, have you ever tried to hunt anything that moves-sometimes
an animal, apd if the opportunity other hunters. These are the
should arise, squeeze the trigger people who have no respect for
and watch it go down? To me, it's other people's property. · The
not the greatest feeling in the _trespassers and those who shoot
world. But I overcome that feeling up farmers' equipment and liveby thinking about the many meals stock give the hunter a bad name.
If . one hunter ·shoots up everythat animal will provide.
thing, then all hunters are bad. It
Sometimes, it's a heck of a lot spoils the hunting for everybody.
cheaper to bring home 100 lbs. of
It's too bad that you have been
venison than to buy 100 lbs. of exposed to such poor views of
beef. Some of us "sportmen" do hunting. Maybe someday,- you will
· hunt for food. ·I may use a high meet a hunter who doesn't abuse
powered rifle or shotgun, bµt what the very limited privileges given
I shoot, I eat. I feel better about to hunters these days.
eating organically grown venison
Oh, yes-and Ted, next time you
than stockyard-raised, chemically have a grinder or- pizza, have a
fattened "slaughtered" beef. (By vegie. If you don't, I hope you
the way, why do you think they remember the sporting way that
call it a slaughter house?)
meat was obtained. Mmm, mmm.
Ted, I admit that not all hunters
feel this way.
Some shoot Paul A. Hampton

Coni1nentary
Blacktop jungle
by Steve Wesman
One thing that has bothered me
since I started going here over
three years ago is the area in front
of Mitchell Hall. If you've never
given it much thought, you should
take a look at what is there.
Notice how the asphalt has been
laid right up to the tree trunks.
The roots are buried! Now I ask
you, does. that look good?
And to top it off, the school goes
around and puts a bunch of shrubs
and trees around in wooden boxes.
Boxes!
It seems to me that it would
have been a better idea to have
left out the asphalt and planted
those trees in the ground with
some grass. Maybe a couple of
benches would help.
I have this thing about wanting
to feel comfortable in my surroundings, and for the most part I
do, but this area just doesn't make
it for me. It's like fishing ·in a

swimming pool for rubber fish or
trying to barbeque a plastic steak.
Something doesn't quite fit.
To me, black topping_an area up
to the tree trunks and then
planting more trees in boxes
doesn't promote the kind of use
that area could get if it were done
a bit more aesthetically. I think
more people would take time to
enjoy the area if it was landscaped
to look more attractive. I sure
would.
But I suppose this sort of thing
is not on the top of the school's list
of priorities. The cost alone would
deter this project .from . being
started tomorrow.
·
Someday, however, 1 hope the
school will take this sort of thing
into consideration before running
asphalt all over our campus.
We have an attractive campus
here, and it could be even more so
if small areas like this were
treated with some sensitiyity;

Haunted House
Pipeline Exp_ress
At King County Fairgrounds

"Brittania"

Home EC Building

_''Angels Flight"

"Pentimento"

You sho.uld -also know about
Berry's Charge
Visa
Mastercharge

Mon. Thru Sat
930 to 530

October 26-31

ADMISSION
$1.00
Eugene Richards
925 - 1328

Fridays til 9° 0
Pat Prichard
925 3081
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Arts and Entertaininent :.
Synthetic sounds studied
A musician can actually form
sound by manipu)ating elements in
. complex sounds or by taking pure
A machine that can duplic~te sounds and adding other compothe sound of everything from a nents to them.
medieval harpsichord to a · space
Although very popular among
invasion is now a part of Central's
rock musicians, the synthesizer
music , department.
can be used in a much more
The Yamaha CS80 . Polyphonic complex form.
Synthesizer, which was purchased
"Most rock groups," Strong
in July, enables students to hear relates, "'use it on a very
many instruments that the depart- superficial basis. A person can
ment doesn't have.
spend years mastering the syntheby Jan Richards

The synthesizer produces sound
electronically where normal acoustical instruments produce sound
mechanically.
The synthesizer
generates c~rtain sounds through
electric signals.
The Yamaha,
which according to music instructor Tim Strong, is the top of
the line in commercial models, has
t wenty-eight pre-set sounds immediately at the disposal of the
musician.

sizer. The number of sounds that
can be made are unlimited.''
Combinations of basic•. sounds
like funky, bass, guitar, brass and
clavichord can· be produced or the
musician can experiment and creat
sounds such as those used in
science fiction productions.
Currently, the synthesizer is
being used in orchestration classes

to demonstrate acoustics related
different instruments as well as
aiding students in music composition and guduate projects.

~to

Because the particular model is
so versatile, it will also be used in
performances-like the university's
Jazz Nights.
·
In the future, there are plans for
an electronic music class if the
demand for it exists. Such a class
would require students to have
musical background and theory.
For the synthesizer, keyboard
experience is mandatory.
There may also be an introc.uctory k~yboard class in which
different keyboards like organ,
harpsichord and the synthesizer
will be studied.
Anyone interested in learning
more about these should contact
Strong in the music department.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES-Student experiments with electronic
sounds. ·

Under the needle

TONITE

RoCky Horror Picture Show
THIS MOVIE
IS ·TOTAILY.
OUT OF
CONTROL

by Steve A. Jones
Only a couple of years ago it
looked like Elton John's musical
career was about at an end. His
Top 40/Disco approach to music
wasn't making it and his band left
him to pursue solo careers. It was
also revealed that he was bisexual,
which didn't help any. Even his
longtime partner and songwriter
Bernie Taupin left him. But Elton
Last year he
tlidn't give up.
produced A Single Man, a fine
album. He followed that up with a
stunning concert tour of Russia,
and his first tour of America in
years
Now, almost a year to the day
after his . last release, comes his
new album, Victim of Love. Age
has mellowed · Elton a bit, but his

voice and keyboard abilities are as
good as ever. The album begins
with a tasteful rendition of the
famous Chuck Berry tune Johnny
Be Good and is followed up with a
series of soft yet lively songs, the
best being the title track.
All of the songs on the album are
written by Pete Bellotte, a relative
unknown in the music :business
(but so was Bernie Taupln when he
started out). The supporting cast
is strong, headed by Pat Simmons
and Mike McDonald of the Doobie
Brothers~

For a man whose musical career
was given up as dead, Elton has
done quite well for himself.
Comebacks are truly rare in the
music business, but Elton John is
certainly heading back on the right
track.

WE SELL FOOTWEAR
ASRUGGEDAS
ANYTHING
.NATURE MAKES.

1111
~~~~~:~
~
can

ture
dish out
RO.F's are made with 18 special construction features including rugged highgrade leather uppers, soft
leather linings, total insulation
to -20°F., padding throughout, heavy-duty construction
aJ)d yellow-label ~
Vibram®soles. •

NED 1UPHAM PRESENTS·A KENTUCKY FRIED rnEATRE PRODUCTION
'11-IE KENTUCKY FRIED MOVIE"
Associate Producer LARRY KOSTROFF • Ex~cutive Producer KlM JORGENSEN
Screenplay by JERRY ZUCKER. JAMES ABRAHAMS. DAVID ZUCKER
Produced by ROBERT K WEISS • Directed by JOHN LANDIS
RELEASED BY UNITED FILM DISTRIBUllON COMPANY INC.
© 1977 KFM ALMS. INC.

Fi I ms Incorporated

IR I~

_November!·, 1979
Place: SUB Theater
Time: 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
Cost: $1.50
'

I

8

:BEAR

64

APf>ROVED

Men's Sizes 8-13
Ladie~·

RUGGED OUTUOOR FOOTWEAR

sizes 6-10

Mundy's
Shoe Store
D owntown Ellensbu r g
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( ... and all thQt jazz
by Rick Capeloto

l

You wrench out what you're
capable of, which in most cases
turns to be nothing less than a
good audition experience.
He
thanks you and bids you a good
day. You wonder how you did in
' his eyes. The list of keepers
(people who made the group) goes
up on one of the most looked at
doors at the school (Mr. M.). He
fakes everybody out by giving a
tune to work on for ensemble.
This means the. _process (!f
elimination .will go slower than
suspecj,ed.
"

Before.we get rolling, let me say
that I've been approached on my
somewhat caustic m~mner towards
critical analysis.
But until
somebody burns my house down
or takes a shot at me, I've got a
. view to drop on yQu, so hang on!
Central's vocal jazz choir is
recognized nationwide for it's
musical excellence. But the. real
force behind the scenes is it's
• dynamic director. Coach John
Moawad's tenth yeu teaching
puts him up there as "the" vocal
jazz guy around town: With his
excellent ear and four octave vocal
range, he is truly · respected as a
man who's fun, but all business
too. But, nowever nice it sounds,
1
it's not just a matter of signing up
for the credits to get into his vocal
jazz choir. The early stages go like
thls: audition, ensemble (together) singing, ~nd the second
week (or shove· off).
The Audition: After you. sign
, up, talk to Moawad, .then simply
check his door. every day to see
where (and at what time) you are
on the list. Show up ten minutes
, early to get "up" for it, and if he's
on time. as usual, after an
anecdote, a joke, and a warm
smile, you'll be asked to sing
t
certain basic vocal acrobatics.

Library serves gourmet sound
by Jan Richards
With a collection of classical,
jazz, rock, pop and broadway
musical . recordings and reference
materials, C_e ntral's Music Library ·
(located on the fourth floor of the
library) has "just about everything on the subject of music." At
least it does according to music
librarian Paul Emmons.

Emmons, who came to Central
Ensemble: I've performed my
-fair share, but my head has never i!l Ja,__nuary, was formerly the
throbbed from fear like that music librarian at Millikin Univerbefore. The basic idea is to call up sity in Decatur, Illnois. He reports
the sections (bass; tenor, alto, that the facilities are used
soprano) one at a time, single out every day by students, faculty and
whoever bombs the.most, and give . ·community members.
them the proverbial heave-ho. I
can tell, Moawad, that everybody ·
While most of the material is
classical, students can· also listen
will put out for . you.
'
,
to jazz, rock, pop or otli'er music
The Second, Week: Shove off
styles. Headsets and a · listening
means you're on the boat or you room with a tape recorder and
aren't. With Coach Moawad at the
stereo are available for student
Helm, there's the. assurance that
and public use.
you will work hard. ·All those who
Although students should have
hardly work face his subdued
wrath. I see a lot of smiling faces
whereve.r · you are, Coach. .
Basically, you are the type of
person that people enjoy learning
for. Let's cook this year.

EHensburg's got .the Blues
by Tim Mitchell

There's a stone that's found only
in the Kittitas Valley ·area, which
' caught the public eye in the early
1900's and has · ·been rising · in
popularity ever since. First
known as simply the "Blue Agate,"
the stone's name changed in the
1930's to the "Ellensburg Blue",
identifying the town nearest it's
center of activity.
According to a local jewelry
shop owner, the stone is popular
because it is the onlv stone in the
world that appears as sky blue.

The Blue is said to be a "peoples
stone." No one person owns any
kind of commodity of it or dictates
1
the price of it. There has never
been any price fixing on the
Ellensburg Blue, unlike the diamond.
The Blue "is one of the rarest
stones on earth. There ~are less
than two hundred pounds in
circulation. Unlike most other
precious ston~s. there is no
"mother lode"; but rather it fo
found on . the ground and just
below ' the surface in pastures,
sageland, small creeks and irrigation ditches. For the most part, it
. is found within six inches below

the surface. Much of the land in
this area is posted, so permission
should be secured from the
property· owner before entering~
It seems that the people who find the most Ellensburg Blue are
those who take their small
chilgren with them. Presumably,
the reason behind this is that
children are closer to the ground
and if they see · something that is
pretty they often ·question their
parents to find out what ~t is.
The stones range in color
classificatiOn from clear deep
sapphire blue to turtleback,
cornflower, sky, milky, banded,
laced, snowflake, moss, and
rutilated blue. It is a hard stone
that makes. beautiful, unusual
jewelry. No two stones are quite
. the same althoug-h they may
· appear that way to the untrained
eye.
An excellent locati.on for searching for the Blues is the Green
Canyon Ranch, just 12 miles out of
town on Lower Green Canyon ·
Road. It is the last ranch on the
dirt road, ·just into the foothills.
Overnight camping is allowed at
the ranch, but searchers must
obtain a license. The cost is $1.75
per day.

their ID card · to use the facilities,
arrangements can be made for
those who don't have one. This

stop students from comin·g in just
to ·listen, however.
Besides music reference books
and bound periodicals, the Library
includes scores which studen-ts can
read as they listen to-the actual
piece of music. The scores include
the complete works of most of the
great composers in piano, -orchestral, vocal and chamber style.
Also included is a special
· collection of music education
materials for education students.
In -an effort to · keep the ·
collection up-to-date, Emmons
urges students to donate records.
"We like to keep rock and jazz
classics and if there is something a
person is through listening to, we
will probably accept it."

includes community members who
may want to take advantage of the
Music Library. Faculty members
can check out records but students
must have faculty ·permission to
check out materials. This does not

The Music Library hours are
slightly more. limited than those of
the library itself. The hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday, ·1
p.m.-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday
and 2 p.m.-4 p.m. Sund<).,}'.

Live Music, 7 p.m.

_ restaurant
Excellent sandwiches, pizzas &
Mexican food.
·--- · ,,.._,...... -~ _ \ Fri.-Marc & Bobbie Halperin, and
't
~ .... ·, friends
<.:',- ___ ·
guitar, banjo, fiddle & mandolin

.+ __

105 W . 3rd

ns-3 o

Thurs.-T. Jay

"Our business is
going places"

I

434 North Sprague
Ellensl?urg
Phone 925--6961

Mon-Tnursday 11:30-9:00
Fr£-Sat 11:30-10:30

LIBERTY Theatre 'OPEN 6:45

925-9511
ENDS
THURSDAY
7:00 only

aD Unmarried
·

rii:~y MOVIELAB PRINTS BY D~LUXE'

1

Woman
1

• ,, .. ,.., •. ''""

~'"''""

• ..... . "

""~t

at
9 00

:

Starts Friday, October 26th

"Mountain Family Robinson"

WHY
DON'T
YOU.-••

A
CARL

925-4598
ENDS TUESDAY
Shows at
7:00 ordy

-rF.' ~~' ~~ f
:

REINER

"Oh;God!"

Plays at 9 :05

Starts Wedr:-esday October 31st

"D eer' H.un t er

II

A central feature of the programs is the
home-stay with a native family.

[ ' orella, ~ . .

It. ~ZX(Il~ (Q) ~ ·•
~~@Ib~~ill) I

You can choose to study each quarter in
france, Germany, England, Mexico and
Summer Quarter in Spain.
Your teachers will be professors from
Northwest Institutions and native instruct·
ors. · Courses specially planned for · each
locale are complemented by visits to
theatres, galleries, museums and other
cultural attractions.

D & 1tander,

~~~Il~
0 vignon, ,.

include ·a study in another country
in your academic plans for
1979-80? Take advantage of an
exciting opportunity to live and
study abroad by enrolling in- a
CWU Liberal Arts Study Ab.road
program.

~OPEN 6:45
....................iiiiiiiiii.....iiillliiiiiml

the program In:

I am Interes t

Also

OLondon, ·a

OCologne,

@~r&~&If{[W
I
I

flame:
.cldress:

I City:
.1

state:

p:
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Sports
Runners triu1nph in Invitational
By Mike Bingham

Central's one-two punch of Mark
Brown and Phil Phimister carried
the men's cross country team to
victory at the Pacific Lutheran
Invitational last Saturday.
Central supressed eight other
teams to score 30 points, while
Portland was second with 46.
Brown and Phimister ran the
course in exactly the same time of
25:24.l, causing a rarity in cross
country racing. "Yeah, it is kind of
unusual", said Central Coach Spike
Arlt about the dead heat. "It was
planned", said Phimister, "At the
· end we were both running close so
we decided to try and finish a tie.
We didn't plan it,, though . in the
middle or at the start," . .
The official results listed Brown
in first place with Phimister in

second. According to Phimister,
though, it was a dead heat.
Brown and Phimister broke ·
with · a blistering first mile,
clocking in at 4:36 and at 9:38 for
the second. "After a while, we
pulled out in front and we were
never really contested," explained
"We ·pretty much
Pliimister.
controlled the race,".
Other team results· were Western Washington 78, Pacific Lutheran 149, Tacoma CC 172, Pacific
186, Everett CC 223, Puget Sound
262 and Skagit Valley CC 322.
Central got strong performances from all the runners
according to Arlt. "We ran as a
real tight pack. Our top seven
runners were all within about a
minute of each other," he
explained.
Kent Hernandez (25:48) crossed

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

--

~101&11,

. .• • :

w;M*t'·* '

1•;____
. t '·*':,

,INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

in seventh place with John
Freeburg (25:55) coming in ninth.
Eleventh place went to Toby
Suhm (26:00), Ted Mittelsteadt
(26:20) ran 16th and Paul
Harshman (26:29) was 22nd.
_Top cross country competition
will be arriving this weekend
when the wildcats host the central
Washington University Invitational Saturday at the Ellensburg Elks
Golf Course. The 4.8 mile race is
scheduled to begin at 11 a.m.
Six t~ams other than Central's
have already agreed to compete.
George Fox College figures to
provide the strongest competition
accoring to Arlt. "We've never
faced George Fox before," said
Arlt, "They're one of the tougher
teams in Oregon and probably the
best in their division."
Also slated for competition are
Gonzaga, Puget Sound, Western
Washington, Whitman, and Whitworth. "We won't know all the
teams competing until probably .
tomorrow," added Arlt.
Meanwhile, the women's cross
country team continues to improve, taking second place at the
Pacific Lutheran Invitational last
Saturday.
.Linfield was first with 73 points
, but Central was right behind them
with 90.
Carmen Aguirre (18:56) continued her rewriting of the record
books by breaking her old school
course record of 19:24. It was the
third meet in a row that she has
set a record~
"And the funny thing about it,"
said Coach Jan Boyungs, "was that
the course was lengthened this.

A LEADING NORTHWEST OUTERWEAR MANUFACTU.ING· FIRM IS 'NVESTIGATlNG~HE FEASIBillTY
OF ESTABLISHING A MANUFACTURING OPERATION IN THE ELLENSBURG AREA. AS PART OF THAT
INVESTIGATION WE ARE CONDUCTING, BY MEANS OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT, A SURVEY OF THOSE
PEOPLE IN THE ELLENSBURG AREA WHO MAY

1)

HAVE PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL POWER SEWING (SEWING, INDUSTRIAL SEWING REPAIR AND BUILDING MAINTENANCE. SEWING MACHINE
OPERATING TRAINING AND SUPERVISION)
. OR

2) BE WILLING TO BE TRAINED FOR INDUSTRIAL PO~ER SEWING.
THE FIRM OFFERS COMPETITIVE WAGES RANGING FROM

$3.10

PER ._.OUR FOR TRAINEE TO

THOSE INTERESTED SHOULD COMPLETE THE COUPON BELOW AND SEND IT TO THE ELLENSBURG

-

.PR EMPLOYMENT

IF THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY INDICATE THAT A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF INTERESTED PEOPLE ARE
RESIDING IN OR NEAR ELLENSBURG TO JUSTIFY THE INVESTMENT REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH THIS
LEADING NORTHWEST FIRM'S FACILITY, WE WOULD ENVISION START-UP BY EA~LY SPRING

round out the scoring five.
Other team scores were Seattle
Pacific 93, Pacific Lutheran 120,
and Puget Sound 214.
Central's next action is this
weekend when they travel to the
University of Washington Invitational on Saturday_

Soccer rolls· along
The Wildcat soccer- team
remained undefeated in seven
games this season after a pair of
victories last weekend over North
Idaho College 3-0 and the
University of Idaho 4-1. · ·
Fullback Bernie Holland scored
on two penalty kicks fnd Tim
Crawley added a goal .in th~
Saturday win at North Idaho.
Urawley and Cary Davidson each .
had a pall- of goals Sunday at ·
Idaho.
Both games were ·conference
victories, so the Wildcats are 5-0 in

league play and 7-0 for the season.
This weekend they have conference games in LaGrande
against Eastern Oregon .(Saturday) and at home Bunday against
Washington State.
The Wildcats and North Idaho
played ·a · physical game in which
four .· players were red-card.
Central Coach Chuck Hutavatchra·
said it was one of the Wildcats'
best games of the year.
· Sunday, Central defe~ted Idaho
in Moscow for the first time in
several years.

THE
GREAT ESCAPE.

$6.00

PER HOUR FOR SKILLED.PIECE WORK.EARNERS. THE BENEFIT PROGRAM INCLUDES PAID VACATIONS.
HOLIDA VS, HEAL TH CARE. PROFIT SHARING PLAN AND OTHER WORTHWHILE FEATURES.

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. 436 N. SPRAGUE, ELLENSBURG, WASH. 98926
SECURITY OFFICE, 521 E. MOUNTAIN VIEW AVE., ELLENSBURG , 98926.

Mark Brown

year and she still set a new
record."
Laura Myers was Central's next
top finisher coming in tenth with a
time of 19:43. Jeri Watson (20:19)
was 18th and Cheryl Shellabarger
(21:09) ran 29th. Right behind her
was Janet Rue (21:12) at 30th to

;,;

1980.

THOSE WHO APPLY WILL BE THE FIRST TO BE CONSIDERED.

You dream about it at night ... the day you
can close your books, get out of this place and
forget about studying for awhile.
Well, the Great Escape is here ... this
weekend, with Greyhound. Escape to the
·country or go see some friends. Just decide
which escape route you want and we'll do
the rest.
. We'll get you out of town and away from the
books so you can clear your head. Ifdoesn't cost
much and it'll do you a world of good.
So make the Great Escape this weekend ...
with Greyhound. ·

THE FIRM IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F /HC

· NAME_ _~~~~~~~~~~~-~-~----~-~~---:--

ADDRESS·----=--------,-----~------------PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - : - - -

DATE OF BIRTH~~-------

To .

One-Way

Seattle

$7.80

$14.85

5 Daily Departures

Yakima

S3.15

$6.00

5 Daily Departures

~pokane

$12.00

$22.80

3 Daily Departures

Round-1iip

---EXPERIENCE···
EMPLOYER

JOB RESPONSIBILITY

(Prices subject to change.)

DATES OF EMPLOYMENT

1.
2 . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-----,-~~~
OTHER PERTINENT INFORMATION FOR PLACEMENT CONSIDERATION: _ _ _ _ __

...-

Annette Williams, agent

w._,..

···i

.0

YES·, l'M WILLING TO TRAIN FOR AN INDUSTRIAL POWER SEWING POSITION.

•.

'

()kanogan Street

~e

60 6REYllOlllJ

925-ll77
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,Cats drop another-Homecoming ne ·t

t

•

11

•

~

•

senior defensive end Bill McGuire Melendez passed lf yards to
hit the Mountie signal caller; _ Darryl Irvin for a touchdown to
put the Mounties on top 14-7 with
After jumping out to ·an early jarring the ball up into the air.
1:09 remaining in the first half.
7-0 advantage~ the rest o{ the Nose guard Glenn Jackson then
Fifty-five ·seconds later Eastern
afternoon went bad for Central. · caught the ball and raced 70 yards racked up seven more points on a
They dropped a 48-7 decision to for .a touchdown ..
14-yard TD pass from Melendez to
the Eastern Oregon State College:
However, the lead was short- Mike Hale to take a 21-7 halftime
Mounties las( Saturday at Tomlin- ~ lived as Eastern struck for three advantage.
son Field.
TD's in the last four minutes of the
Early in the third quarter,
The Wildcats are now 0-5-1 on first half and ·ended any hopes of a Eastern kicker Jim DeCoff conthe season and 0-2 in conference Central upset.
verted a pair of Wildcat funbles
play. .
The Mounties scored their first into field goals of 22 and 37 yards
Central was plagued by an touchdown and tied the . score on to, give the Mounties a 27-7 ~
unproductive offense, poor punt- , the same type of play in which the margin.
ing, and seven costly turnovers.
Wildcats scored. While attemptTwo touchdown catches by Irvin
The latter hurt the most as the ing to hand off, Central quarter- and a five-yard TD run by Brad
Wildcats coughed up three fum- back Tom Haney was hit and Cotton closed out the scoring for
bles and threw four interceptions. funbled the ball into the air.
Eastern.
-After a scoreless fir-st quarter,
Defensive . end Frank YiannaEastern quarterback Chuck
the Wildcats scored their only kopoulos · of Eastern promptly Melendez came into the contest as
touchdown early in the second hauled in the loose ball and the NAIA's leading passer. The
quarter on a big play by the rambled 35 yards into the end zone 6-1, 195 pound senior from Santa
defense.
for a touchdown.
.
Barbara, California, disappointed
As Eastern quarterback Chuck
Six plays after a 26-yard Central very few as he .completed 15 of 26
Melendez was attempting to pass, punt, Eastern quarterback Chuck · passes for 165 yards and thr~e
by Monte Carlon

touchdowns.
for 40 yards and , threw three
Mountie split end Irvin, also had interceptions. ~
a big day. Irvin hauled in_ nine "Haney was under a lot of
passes for 121 yards and had three pressure the whole game. He did a
touchdowns.
good job last week and didn't do
"Their (Eastern's) receivers are that bad of a job t,his week," Coach
as good as any we've seen this Parry stated.
season," assistant coach Gary
Although the Wildca t s had
Frederick remarked.
trouble moving the ball for mos·Cof
Because of injuries to three the day, senior tailback Homer
.central quarterbacks, Tom Haney, Barber was a bright spot picking
a -6-1 freshmen out of Kalama,
up 79 of Central's 114 yards on the
Washington, broke into the start- ground.
ing lineup. After completing 4 of 5
"We wanted to run with the
passes for 26 yards against Oregon football in the second half. We just
Tech in a brief stint at quarterback weren't in a position . to do so,"
last week, the freshmen found
Parry noted.
Eastern Oregon a much tougher
The Wildcats will host Western
opponent. Washington this Saturday after~ ·
"Their defensive line was pretty . noon at Tomlinson Field. The
good. They were really quick. I
contest, which is Central's home- ·
wanted to throw to Chris Olsen a
coming, is scheduled to begin at
little bit more than I did," Haney . 1:30 p.m.
said.
Western .comes into the conferAgainst the Mounties, Haney ence tilt with a season record of 3-3
could connect on just 6 of 26 passes . and a league mark of 1-1.

.Stickers shut out

showed great improvement in our
attack. rt was perhaps our best
game of the season."
Putnam added that Central was
outplayed by Washington State in
The Wildcats were defeated the fourth game of the tourney.
Friday by Idaho 3-0 and Boise Team captain Monica Watchie was
State 5-0, and Saturday by injured in the first half and missed
Northwest Nazarene 1-0 and the remainder of the contest.
' Washington State 7-0.
"I continue t~ be optimistic
"We were discouraged in the about this young and inexFriday matches," Coach Jean perienced team," Putnam noted.
Putnam said, "but we came back "They have the spirit and
' strong Saturday against North- determination to learn quickly and
west Nazarene.
We took six improve rapidly throughout the
corner shots in the first half and season."

r

The Wildcat field hock.ey team
enjoyed times of encouragement in
last weekend's Boise State Invitational despite losing four matches.

Central's volleyball squad won 14-16, 15-9, but lost to Eastern that Central's all-around ~erving
three of four matches in last · Washington 15-7, 15-10. Eastern ability was a key ·in the win.
weekend's Interstate League has the No. 1 seed in the qualifying
Central's final tourney match
Tournament to assure itself of a tournament, which will decide the against Lewis-Clark decided the
second-place seeding in the league Interstate representatives for the second and third seeds for the
qualifying tourney November 2-3 regional event.
League qualifying event. A factor
in Ellensburg.
"Our goal was to win three in that match was the blocking and
The Wildcats will prepare for matches (in the league tourney) hitting of Linda Lampers, who
the league competiti,on by parti- and we did," Coach Erlice Killorn missed the first part of the season
cipating in the Central Invitational said. We matured as the matches because of an injury.
Sat~~day.
progressed and we came back · to
Seeding for- the November 2-3
The Wildcats, in last weekend's win two of the matches."
tourney will be Eastern, Central,
matches, defeated Idaho 15-2,
Lisa Martin and Nancy Simpson Lewis-Clark, Boise State, Idaho,
15-12, Boise State 15-3, 15-17, 15-3 got the Wildcats off to a good start Western Washington and the
and Lewis-Clark State 15-11, with effective hitting in the opener University of Portland.

HOMECOMING '79
AND

'U'

10\) .. .

A NEW LOOK AT AN OLD FRIEND
'J:30P.M.·

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 25TH
BON FIRE AND PEP RALLY-Sponsored by ASC [Vacant Lot
behind Student Village]
·
Pi~ture

· 3:00, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. ASC MOVIE-"Rocky Horror
Show"-$1.50 SUB Theatre
·

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26TH

8 P.M.

ASC CONCERT-"Mime and the Dancer"-$2 advance [SUB
Information Booth]. $3 at gate.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27Tti

9 AM.

SWEECY HOMECOMING PARADE featuring the cheerleaders
and mascot, residence hall Boats, President Garrity, CWU alumni,
antique cars, and marching bands. Floats judged by and awar~s
presented by Alumni for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

HOMECOMING FOOTBALL GAME-CWU vs. WWU. Also,
don't forget to buy a football mum. Order at SUB Information
Booth. They're large chrysanthemum corsages with red bow and
ribbon with "CWU" printed in gold lettering.
They're a
Homecoming football game tradition. Order one for a friend, ·your
mom, your wife, yourseU••• $4.25 [Supply is limited, so order
early]
,
AFTER GAME OPEN HOUSE in Residence Halls

9:00P.M.
CASINO ROYALE AND ALL-COLLEGE DANCE-SUB
Ballroom and Theatre. Spon&Ored by Residence Hall Council and
ASC $3 Singies $5 Couples -

f.J :30~ 12:30P.M.
BRUNCH-Holmes Dinning Hall meal ticket or $2.75

HOMECOMING PARADE ROUTE

••• • •••• ••

••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • ••* • •* • * • • • •*
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Catalog
LIBRARY OPEN HOUSE

The Central Library staff will
hold an open house Saturday,
October 27.
There will be tours of the library
from 11:30 a.m. through 5 p.m.
that will offer an informal survey :
of the library's facilities and
resources. In addition, the open
house will provide an opportunity
for visitors to meet Central's new
dean of Library Services, Dr.
Frank A. Schneider.

Dungeons

There will be a social from 3 - 5
p.m. and Dr. and Mrs. Schneider
will be present. Refreshments will
be served. Everyone is welcome
to attend.
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP
EDUCATION CANDIDATES

Job search workshops deal with
important considerations, and this
material is presented in three
different sessions, each lasting one
hour.

An~

OFF-CAMPUS STUIJENT
FINANCIAL ·AID

Dragons

Students receiving financial aid
winter quarter who will be
off-campus must make arrangements with the Financial Aid
Office, Barge 209, by December 1
and must provide verification of
the off-c~mpus program and an
off-campus address where ch~cks
are to be mailed.

Games, Supplements,
Accessories, And Figures

Unicorn
. castle
. Hobby Supply

D&D

Special Game Night
Halloween
Wed. Oet. ·a1, 1979
6to lOp.m.
Please sign.-up in advance

5808 Summit View Av~.
Open FriiJays 'till 9 P.~.

First day-Learn what skills
you have and how to find the job
you want.
Second day-Learn _how to
develop an effective letter of
application and resume.
Third day-Learn how to handle
the 30-minute lifetime: the interv~w.
.
Mark these important dates on
your calendar: October 30-31 and
November l, 3-4 p.m., ShawSmyser 106.

. CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
~

Yakima
966-9880 ~

The following firms will have
representatives at the Career
Plannin{ & Placement ,Center to
, interview interested candidates.
Brochures are available. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to

the day, before tne arrival of the p.m. in Hebeler Auditorium.
Auditions may be scheduled in the
interviewers on campus.
Nov.1-Dept. of Revenue, State of evenings by appointment only. Washington. Revenue Auditor I Needed for parts are eight men,
positions. Applications distribut- - six· women and four children.
ed on this date.
Application
deadline is 11/6/79.
NATIONAL SECURITY
, Nov. !-Northwestern Mutual AGENCY TEST INFORMATION
Life, Ellensburg, Washington.
Sales representatives. Persons
Graduating seniors wishing to
take the professional qualification
interested in "sales" career.
Nov. 1-The People's Store, test should come to the Career
Tacoma, Washington.
Manage- · Planning & Placement Center at
ment trainee positions. Business; 105 Barge Hall, and pick up the
liberal arts.
registration materials. The final
Nov. 1-WPPSS, Richland,
date to mail the registration
Washington. Accounting majors. materials for the test is November
Nov. 2-Ernst & Whinney, 3.
Seattle & Tacoma. Accounting
majors.
1979-80 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Applications for financial aid for
winter and spring 1979-80 are still
available in the Office of Financial
Aid, Room 209, Barge Hall.
PLAY AUDITIONS

Auditions for roles in Charles
Dickens' A Christma,s Carol,
directed by Jim Hawkins, will
begin November 1 and 2 at 3-5

.Respect your feet.
They got you where
you are today.
There are a whole mess of bones in your feet.
Fifty-two to be exact.
To take proper care of all of them, you need a good
paii of shoes.
·
Like the one you see below.-A Rockport.
That bottom is not one big hunk of crepe. It's eight
separate layers. Tiris makes the bottom softer. More
flexible. Easier on your feet.
And that shoe won't rub your foot the wrong way,
either. ·Because inside is a full leather lining that's been
specially tanned to make it soft and comfy. ·
.
Slip your feet (male
or female) mto a parr
·
of Rockports.
They'll fallow you
_anywhere.

Classifieds

LOst Saturday, comer of 7th &
Walnut.
Small black kitten
w/white paws & chest. U seen or
have, please call, 925-5842.

Christmas .
crafts workshop
University Recreation is sponsoring a Christmas Crafts Workshop which will run for eight days, .
Nov. 5-8 and 12-15, from 7-9 p.m.
nightly in the Yakima Room of thP ·
SUB.
Each participant will have 14-16
finished gift items by the end of
t!1e workshop, which can be used
for Christmas or throughout the
rest of the year. Some of these
itmes will include:
Christmas
cards and wrapping paper; different and µnique Christmas ornaments and decorations; planters;
hand-woven wall hangings; Christmas wreaths and door or wail .
swags; and many more useful gift
items.
The fee is $20 per person for the
full workshop, or $4 per person per
day. The fee incluaes instruction
and all materials needed.
Pre-registration is required in
University Recreation, SUB Room
111, 963-3512, no later than
5 p.m. November 1. Registration
will be taken for the full session or
for specific evenings. A calender
of craft offerings is available in the
Recreation Office.

649-3155
PERFORMANCE

starring Mick Jagger,
Anita Pallenberg,
and James Fox
"somewhere in your head is
a wild electric dream."
"A film so . devastating in
techni que and content that
it .should be .seen and seen
again ...

• •• •
Plus a short
Fri, Sat, Sun
7 p.m.

Feet have feelings, too. [l&]Rockporf]
For your nearest dealer. write Rockport Company, Marlboro, MA 01752.

and
9 p.m.

Bobby Holden
6'2" 190 '
Position: Left Couch
Experience: Three years, Friday Night
Keggers, Zamma Rho Fraternity, ,
University of Southern Washington
Individual achievement: Most hours
in chair (consecutive), single
season - 11.5 ,
Scouting report: Bobby is a heady pourer
with bulldog-like tenacity. Has
leadership qualities ingrained.

Lester Hobbs
5'10" 205

Position: Kitchen Runner
Experience: Snackgrabber 1st,
Cordon Bleu Machine Shop,
Hardknox Technological Institute
Individual achievement: Most trips
from room, lifetime -1,836
Scouting report: Quick feet and
rock-steady hands are Lester's big
assets. S~metimes needs restraining.

, Sandy Leech
5'8" 121 .
Position: Corner Livingroom
Experience: ~rd degree Black Bracelet in
Top-Popping; also two years,
Defensive Hopping, Milwaukie State
Cheerleaders College
Individual achievement: Fewest cases of
indigestion, single season - 1
Scouting report: Sandy pours smoothly
and handles herself well in the clutch.
Moves well with sixpack or case.

Tommy Slacovich
6'3" 210- .
Position: Center Easy Chair
Experience: MFROTC Precision Bottle
Team, National Champion three years
pouring; also Taverntalkers Barschool
Individual achievement: Fastest
top-popping, sixpack - 3.7 seconds;
also most naps during game,
lifetime - 745
Scouting report: Tom mixes fancy moves,
impressive experience; ambidexterous
with both cans and bottles.

James Leech
6'1" 185
Position: Right Couch
Experience: Master of Quarts; also
six years, Armchair Wrestling and
Television Osculation,
Bierstube Junior College
Individual achievement: Fastest keg
opening - 9.5 seconds; also
most passes attempted, single
season- 63
Scouting report: Fast hands, active
imagination. Veteran Jim excels
with or without TV set turned on.

"'""
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inte and Dancer 'outstanding'
Don McLeod ·a nd Macarena, · "I heard nothing but positive
professionally billed as The. Mime responses and would certainly
m d the Dancer will appear hear recommend their performance to
tc morrow in McConnell Auditori- anyone desiring outstanding enum at 8 p.m., bringing with them a tertainment."
wealth of outstanding reviews for
McLeod, called the "Prince of
noted entertainment.
Pantomime" by the Los Angeles
McLeod has performed at more Times, trained -in the Pasadena
than 150 colleges throughout the Playhouse with classmates Sally
U.S. and Canada including the Struthers, Ben Murphey and Kelly
University of Nevada, California Monteith.
He received his
State University, and Spokane bachelor's degree in firie arts from
Community College where concert the School of Performing Arts in
coordinator Linda Odell reported, San Diego and .studied privately

with Marcel Marceau.
Representing the art of mime at
the World's Fair in Washington in
1974, McLeod furthered his career
by performing to over a million
people in six months. He went on
a 1977 world tour with Diana Ross
and has performed on stage with
other stars like Paul Williams,
Fleetwood Mac, Bill Crosby and
Deep Purple.
Macarena, as McLeod's partner
was hailed as "equally brilliant ...
and always conscious of purity of '

line" by the Sacramento Concert
Review. Along with McLeod she
is a graduate of the School of
Performing Arts in San Diego and
has studied with many of the
country's leading teachers including Bella Lewitzky, Joe Tremaine,
Jack Tygett, Roland Dupree and
John Hart of the Royal Ballet in
London.
Macarena has danced in professional ballet companies since the
age of 14, but for the past five
years her speciality has been jazz.
······················~····~---9
.

.

Gifts
Galore

.

The Great Pumpkins' time
has just about come and this
year the University Store is

~

-a card or a gift from

Univenity Store. We
a . fantastic selection
of goodies that wou~ warm
tie heart of even the most

f ··

Geology Club
meets tomorrow

925-4175

orite trickster {or treater)
with

...•
.

Don Cleman

ready. Remember your fav· _

..
.
.....

tening' ,o.f -hob-goblins
our prices are nothing

"fl:'*boo''·at eitner!

:
:
·:

i

Vl'arnftl·r n~••r. 'l~llll'"tl'r
Iitffl'r~ml"ll'r. thl' ·
Colll'J!l'\ha1o;ter·rrom 1-"idl'lih' l 'nion I.ife has
· hl-en the most acct!pfl'«L
·most popular plan on

:

!

;

Cillllpust'S

:

1-'ind Of,lt \\h~-.
Call the Fidelin· t· nion
f ollej(t~~l~er ·
.

;
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-~culAshort?
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(MAT #5010.03)

.
925-2222

.·9 25-1111

2:00 A.M. DAILY

j~A·RDCORES! ! !
THIS SATURDAY
6 A.M. - ·1o_A.M. ·
LIMITED .C APACITY
21 & OVER ONLY (I·D· REQUIRED)

BE THERE EARL.YI!!

HARDCORE T-SHIR.T S
BUMPER STICKERS

l

. "j,,•an
A menc
•
Cancer Society

.

'

1. a
5:00 P.M.

Central's Geology Club· will
present a lecture tomorrow on the
geotectonics of Iran and the Tabas
earthquake last year. Mr. Saleem
Farooqui, a geologic engineer with
Shannon and Wilson, Inc. of
Portland, is the guest speaker for
the meeting. The lecture is at 1
p.m. in Lind, Room 100 and the
publi~ is invited to attend.

al.I o\·er America.

: 1-·ield AsN«K"h1te .
::~. · ·in··.~
\"OUF att'.t:
.

;.

She just completed a year's run as
lead dancer in the Hallelujah
Hollywood show at the MGM
Grand Hotel in Las Vegas.
She first performed with
McLeod at the 1974 World's Fair
and has recently completed a new
series for CBS with McLeod and
Gary Collins called All For One.
In past performaQ.ces, McLeod
and Macarena have combined .
mime and dance into an entertaining evening of contemporary
sketches with a strong emphasis
on comedy.
Tickets for The Mime and The
Dancer, which is sponsored by the
Associated Students of Central,
are available for $2 at the SUB
Information booth and at Stereocraft, or $3 at the door.
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SWEEPSTAKES
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1:1
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Each o~der slip will include o Pizzo Mio Sweepstakes number.
Every number w il l be diff erent.
This Sweepstakes number is your personalized key to ot least
fifteen I 151 CASH prizes and over three thousand 13,000l food
prizes! Worth over $10,000.
A min im um of twenty l20l winning numbers will appear in the
Campus Crier each "sue . These numbers ore drown from the pre·
vious week's orders ond entries .
Prizes consist of $100.00, $50.00, $25.00, all size pizzas and all
size grinders.
If o!I numerals of . a published winning Sweepstakes number
exact ly match your personal number from the order slip, you ore
o winner of a prize.
Here is how you clriim your Sweepstakes prize: Bring your order
slip to Pmo Mio to be confirmed. Drow from the Sweepstakes bo~I
and redeem your prize.
If unoble to claim in person, send your winning order s!ip to Pizza
Mio, 801 Euclid Woy, E:J:ensburg, Washington 98926 . Be sure to ·
include your name and full moiling address so that your Sweep·
stokes prize may U!! moiled to you without delay.
No purchase neces;ory to participate. Anyone wishing .to porti·
cipote may send o self-addressed. stomped envelope to Pizzo fv":•o.
A personol number will be sent to that person .~Y rel um m_oil without charge. Deod'•ne for " number request.s . will _be five days
prior to upcoming issue series so that parhc1pont is. reasonably .
sure of receiving his number in time fof the new series slort1n9.
Limit one free number per family.
Winning numbers will be posted ot Pizza Mio (allowing each issue
publication.
All Sweepstakes winning nwmbers not claimed .by ten days will
be outomoticolly forfeited.
·
·
The Pizza Mia shall not be responsible for claims or requests for
numbers which do not arrive on time at. proper designation_; nor ·
shall 1t be responsible for typographical errors which may mod·
vertently appear.
· Employees of Pizza Mia and their immediate fomilie$ ore excluded
from participation in this c9ntest.

NUMBERS
Russ
177877
Bob
177861
Jean
177762
Lance
176777
Eric
176915
Bob
161375
Mary
177932
Roger
177924
Jeff
176769
Randy
161398
Ken
175562
John
175670
Dorthy
175740
Priscilla
175599
Dexter
177008
Steve
179551
Karen
177012
Lea
176943
Lenny
178454
John
179604
- 179676
Scott
Harriet
177838
M.ike
179955
Steve
176793
177857
Tom
W.alter
178499
Karen
179658
Cindy
177803
Diane
175628
Pam
175639

